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Patch v1.33.0 (Sims 4.0) These notes will be updated as new information becomes available. Big Changes/Minor Changes Updates on Steam Engine Tuning A new setting has been added in the SimPowered UI: Steam Table Optimization. (This is only available if you use Steam) The default setting for this is On, and
the new default setting for the World Details screen is Auto. If you have Steam Optimization set to Off, it will be automatically set to Auto in the new version. Steam Optimization does the following: Allows you to choose between Off (performance hit), Auto (best performance) and Manual (optimal performance).
When set to Auto, Steam Optimization will not only run the game at the maximum settings and save games, but it will also automatically run the game at reduced settings during gameplay, for a more efficient gameplay experience. Auto Steam Optimization setting will automatically be set to Off for worlds that are

newly created. If you are using a previous saved game for a new world, Steam Optimization will be set to Auto. When Steam Optimization is set to Auto, Steam will also use its own Optimizer settings that are different than the World Details settings. If you use Steam Optimization, you should also be aware that
when Steam Optimization is set to On, Steam will take control of the game settings and will not let you access them through the game menus or World Details screen. If you have a lot of save games in your game files, Steam Optimization may not run all of them. [Tools → Steam Optimization] option should be

added to the Options menu. May cause problems with the game files if the Steam Optimization is not compatible with the game files. Applying a patch may cause problems with Steam Optimization. If you cannot see the Steam Optimization setting, check your Add-On tab in the Options menu. If there is no add-on
for Steam Optimization, click on the + icon and choose the Steam Optimization add-on from the drop-down menu. In the new version of the game, the menu that pops up when you launch Steam Optimization is simplified. If you wish to change the settings, click on "Options" or on the "+" icon and choose the Steam

Optimization add-on from the drop-down menu.
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